National security and economy highly depend on the safe and secure operation of a wide range of networked computing and control systems. We need reliable security techniques to protect systems subject to attacks by intelligent, adaptable and well-resourced adversaries. Moving Target Defenses (MTD) is one category of mitigations that use diversity, randomization, and change to make exploiting vulnerabilities more costly for an adversary without having to find and remove all flaws from a system. The motivation behind PLADD (Probabilistic Learning Attacker, Dynamic Defender) is to study the essential characteristics of MTD strategies in cyber systems via a high-level gametheoretical model. Our optimization-based analysis attacks the challenge of modeling and analyzing the dynamics of when a learning model should be adjusted in a non-stationary interactive environment. Using stochastic programming, we express PLADD in the language of scheduling theory, yet in an unconventional way. We analyze theoretical aspects and prove NP-hardness and are currently developing approximation algorithms. Introducing this rather unconventional scheduling problem is not only promising for purposes of analyzing PLADD and thus MTD value, but also pioneering as it proposes a novel class of scheduling problems. Another interpretation fits PLADD to machine learning (ML) algorithms with unique build and adaptation costs. We provide insights into learning the strategies of an adaptive ML algorithm and guide its optimization. We apply PLADD to real classification data from Sandia, emphasizing how a scheduling formulation may be used to serve ML problems.
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